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SUMMER BREAK ACTIVITIES 

Engagement of child in several activities plays an integral part in the holistic development of a child during 

Summer break. BPSG is coming up with an initiative where child can explore to the fullest. Learning with fun is 

what the main motive of ours and to continue the chain during summer vacations for our little kids, following are 

the attractions or the activities in which a children can participate and enhance their skills. 

 Learning with activities is what we focus on and BPSG will turn no stone unturned in the learning of their 

children. So, to make summer season more interesting, we are going to have Super exciting Events to stay 

connected with our children!! And here we go:-  

1. Pouring without Spilling 

You can choose pulses of your choice along with two containers and without spilling you have to shift 

it from one bowl to another bowl within 45 seconds.  

2. Shapes using Matchsticks 

You can make shapes like Circle, Square or Rectangle with matchsticks within 1 minute.  

3. Fun with Dance 

You can perform on any instrumental song as per your choice using props OR you can also perform on 

Aerobics and Zumba.  

4. Necklace of Thermocol 

You can make necklace for your Mother using Thermocol balls in 1 minute.  

5. Summer Drinks  

You can make Lemonade, Rasna and other summer drinks with you Mommy in one minute and can 

explain the ingredients you have put in.  

6. My Juicy Mango 

You and your mother will be given one minute and you have to finish mango slices much as you can. 

7. Art & Craft 

You can make anything useful using waste material within 5 mintues with your mother and explain 

on the same. 

 

You can showcase your talent by participating in any one of the activities as per your interest during the online 

class on 27th May, 2021 (Thursday). You are requested to send your videos for the same. Videos should not be of 

more than 1 minute. Please send your videos by 26th May, 2021 by 12 noon in the general channel of MS Teams. 

We will appreciate if the presentation is in English. We wish you a good luck! 

 
We wish you a good luck! 
Regards 
BPSG 

 

 

 

 

 

 


